Section 1
To any (not necessarily symmetrizable) generalized I x I Cartan matrix A, one associates a Kac-Moody algebra g = g(A) over C (1) and group G = G(A). (Actually G has as its "Lie algebra," the commutator subalgebra g' of g.) G has a "standard unitary form" K. If A is a classical Cartan matrix, then G is a finite-dimensional semisimple simply connected algebraic group over C and K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. We refer to this as the finite case. In general, one has subalgebras of g; b C b C p, the Cartan subalgebra, the Borel subalgebra, and a parabolic subalgebra, respectively. One also has the corresponding subgroups: H C B C P, the complex maximal torus, the Borel subgroup, and a parabolic subgroup, respectively. H has as its Lie algebra b' = t n g', which is linear span of the simple co-roots {hj}1jij1. We denote by T the compact maximal torus H n K of K. Let W be the Weyl group associated to (g, t) and let {ri}1isi denote the set of simple reflections. The group W operates on the compact maximal torus T (as well as on H) and hence on the group algebra A(T) = 7[X(T)] of the character group X(T) of T and also on the quotient field Q(T) of A(T).
For any W-field F, we can form the smash product Fw of the group algebra Z [W] with F. Now in ref. 2 we took, for F, the field Q = Q(f*) of all the rational functions on b and defined an appropriate subring R C Qw and showed that R and its "appropriate" dual A, along with a certain R-module structure on A, replace the study of the cohomology algebra of GIB together with the various operators defined on H*(G/B). Hence, the problem of understanding H*(G/B), especially the cup product structure and other operators on H*(G/B), reduced to a purely combinatorial (and hopefully more tractable) problem of understanding the ring R and its "dual" A, defined purely and explicitly in terms of the Coxeter group W and its representation on b*.
Our aim in this paper is to announce similar results for Tequivariant K-theory of GIB as well as the K-theory of GIB, where T acts on GIB by left multiplication.
We replace Q(b*) by the W-field Q(T) and analogously define a certain subring Y of Q(T)w, again purely and explicitly, in terms of the Coxeter group W and its action on the torus T. We prove a crucial structure theorem for Y analogous to the corresponding structure theorem for R (theorem 2.4 of ref.
2). Our next main result is that the dual T of Y, which is also a Y-module, is "canonically" isomorphic with KT(G/B) and, moreover, under this isomorphism, the Weyl group action as well as certain operators {D,}Ww on KT(G/B), which are similar to the Demazure operators defined on A(T), correspond to the action of certain well-defined elements in Y. The ring P "evaluated" at 1 does the same for K(G/B). Similar results are true for any GIP and in fact for any Schubert subvariety of GIP.
As a particular case, we obtain the above-mentioned results in the finite case. As an application of our results in this case, we can easily deduce some of the important (though known) results: For any compact simply connected group Go is an isomorphism. This is merely an announcement of results. The detailed paper will appear elsewhere, but let us mention that the proof of Theorem 3.9 involves, as main ingredients, the localization theorem of Atiyah and Segal and the equivariant Thom isomorphism. The Weyl group W operates as a group of automorphisms on the field Q = Q(T). Let Qw = Q(T)w be the smash product of Q(T) with the group algebra Z [W] The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact.
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The ring Qw has an involutary anti-automorphism, defined by (Swq)' = Sw-i(wq), for q E Q and w E W.
Let Aw C Qw be defined in the same way as Qw with A(T) replacing Q(T).
We define, for i = 1, . . ., I, certain elements yi in Qw by
where eai E X(T) is the character corresponding to the simple root ai (associated to the simple reflection ri). Let [: W --+ be the length function. We have the following:
PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) y2 = yi, for any 1 < i < 1.
( q -r~q)
(ii)yq = (rjq)yj + q-eaq /Be, for any q 8 Q. (ii) ew = 0, unless v c w.
(iii) ew w = -w-1A nA+ (1 -e') .
In particular the invertible (over Q) matrix E = (ev,w)v,wew, which relates the two bases {8w} and {yj}, is upper triangular (with nonzero diagonal entries). Now, clearly, Q has the structure of a left Qw-module, defined by (Sq)q' = w(qq'), for w C W and q, q' E Q.
We define the following basic subring Y C Qw by Y = {y E Qw:y-A(T) C A(T)}.
It is easy to see that yj (1 c Remarks 2.4. (i) Note that Y is a finitely generated ring over Z, since it is generated by {Yi} y isi and A(T).
(ii) Observe that the "homology" analogue of the above structure theorem (theorem 4.6 of ref. 3) was proved only "over C" (or C>), not "over Z." Definitions 2.5. Dualizing Qw and Y: Regarding Qw as a right Q-module, let f = fl(T) = HomQ(Qw, Q). Since any 4i E ft is determined by its restriction to the base {&} (and conversely), we can regard ft as the Q-module of all the functions: W --Q with pointwise addition and scalar multiplication. Furthermore, ft inherits a commutative algebra (over Q) structure, with the product as pointwise multiplication of functions on W.
More subtly, fl also admits the structure of a left Qw-module defined by (x ifOw = +(x' SW) for x C Qw, qi C fQ, and w E W. Observe that the action of x is Q-linear. Now let us define the A(T)-dual of Y: PROPOSITION 2.6. (i) T is an A(T)-subalgebra of ft.
(ii) T is stable under the left action ofY C Qw. In particular, the elements Sw and yw (for any w E W) act on P.
We have, y,,. ir' = 4ifW + ifriw if riw < w = 0 otherwise.
(iii) P IH`,wA(T)iiw; i.e., any element of P can be uniquely written as lwawi4w with a, E A(T), where infinitely many of ads are allowed to be nonzero. (ii) A, = E*Ew E-1.
A similar expression can be given for the action of the Weyl group element Xw on AU. Then Xn is a compact subspace of GIB and the topology on GIB is the direct limit topology induced from the sequence:
The group G acts on GIB by the left multiplication, in particular, the compact maximal torus T acts on GIB and (clearly) X,, is T-stable. Now define KT(G/B) = Inv limd, KT(Xn), where KT(Xn) is the T-equivariant K-group of X,, as defined in section 2 of ref. KT(OMXfl) with free generators 1 and the Hopf bundle Hi(n). Definition 3.4 . Define an operator Dr.(n): KTOTT1(riXn)) into itself by Dr(n)(x + Hi(n)y) = x, for x, y E *(KT(7iXn))-
The operators Dri(n) make the following diagram commutative:
KT (1(1(iXn+ 1)) -* KT( TK ( riXn)) 1Dr,(n + 1) IDr,(n)
KT(rT'(7iXn+l)) -* KT(rT(TiXn)).
In particular, we obtain an operator Dr:KT(G/B) KT(G/B). We have the following: Remark 3.10. Arabia has recently identified the "cohomological analogue" of our ring T (i.e., the ring A defined in ref.
2) with the equivariant cohomology HT(G/B).
As an easy consequence of Theorem 3. Go. m Now we give a characterization of the basis {b' = Yel(qiW)},Ew (cf. Theorem 3.9) of KT(G/B). For any projective variety X, denote by K0(X) (resp KO(X)) the Grothendieck group of algebraic vector bundles-i.e., locally free sheaves (resp the coherent sheaves) on X. Since GIB is smooth, the canonical map: K0(G/B) --KO(G/B) is an isomorphism. Moreover, as is known, the canonical map: K0(G/B) -* K(G/B) is also an isomorphism. Similar definitions and remarks apply for T-equivariant K-groups of GIB.
In particular, we can assume that any (topological) T-equivariant vector bundle on G/B is algebraic (at least in Mathematics: Kostant and Kumar 
